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This new and innovative text helps students develop a deeper understanding of organic chemistry. It treats the subject as a coherent whole, complete with numerous logical connections, consequences, and an underlying structure and "language." Employing an approach based on mechanism and reaction type, the book empasizes understanding ideas rather than merely memorizing facts. It shows students how to realistically draw molecules and mechanisms to reveal the fundamental chemistry.

  Using a fresh, accessible writing style as well as examples from everyday life, the authors explain the basics of organic chemistry carefully and thoroughly. A special focus on mechanism, orbitals, and stereochemistry helps students gain a solid comprehension of important factors common to all reactions. The book's innovative design enhances clarity and instruction with boxes that separate summary information and other material from the main text; a variety of colors that draw attention to items such as atoms, molecules, and orbitals; and figures that are drawn in red with significant parts emphasized in black. Early chapters feature carbonyl group reactions, and later chapters systematically develop the chemistry through discussions of spectroscopy, stereochemistry, and chemical reactions.

  Each chapter opens with a "Connections" box, divided into three columns:
  Building on: Details material from previous chapters that relate to the current chapter
  Arriving at: Provides a guide to the content of the chapter
  Looking forward to: Previews later chapters, which develop and expand the current material     

       About the Author

Jonathan Clayden is at University of Manchester. Nick Greeves is at University of Liverpool.
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Mastering Network SecuritySybex, 1998
Do you need to secure your network? Here's the book that will help you implement and maintain effective network security, no matter what size your network is or which NOS you're using. Packed with practical advice and indispensable information, this book systematically identifies the threats that your network faces and explains how to eliminate or...
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Head First Servlets and JSP: Passing the Sun Certified Web Component Developer Exam (SCWCD)O'Reilly, 2004
Imagine a world without eBay...unthinkable! How would you get that Farrah Fawcett poster, retired Beanie Baby, or first-edition pet rock? Handling over a gazillion (OK, we exaggerate--it's actually only 1 billion) page views each day, server-side Java makes eBay work.
 
 Isn't it time you learned the latest (J2EE 1.4) versions of Servlets...
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Soft Computing and Intelligent Systems: Theory and Applications (Academic Press Series in Engineering)Academic Press, 1999
The field of soft computing is emerging from the cutting edge research over the last ten years devoted to fuzzy engineering and genetic algorithms. The subject is being called soft computing and computational intelligence. With acceptance of the research fundamentals in these important areas, the field is expanding into direct applications through...
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Basic Modern Algebra with ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book is primarily intended as a textbook on modern algebra for undergraduate mathematics students. It is also useful for those who are interested in supplementary reading at a higher level. The text is designed in such a way that it encourages independent thinking and motivates students towards further study. The book covers all major...
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Professional Digital Techniques for Photographing Bar and Bat MitzvahsAmherst Media, 2010

	
		
			
				Highlighting two of the most recognized and attended Jewish occasions, this exploration details all of the vital elements for bar and bat mitzvah photographers. From the synagogue and party to the family portraits, this meticulous study covers the best lighting and posing techniques for the most important shots...
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Get the most out of your Mac with this comprehensive guide


	Macs For Dummies, 13th Edition is the ultimate guide to your Mac, fully updated to include information about the latest updates. The book walks you through troubleshooting, syncing mobile devices, integrating Windows, and more, so you can take...
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